FIRE EXTINGUISHER TRAINING
REALISTIC, HANDS-ON SIMULATED FIRE EXTINGUISHER TRAINING
Quality fire safety training is crucial to ensure the safety of staff and to protect your business.
To provide a realistic and engaging experience for delegates SAFE have invested in state-ofthe-art digital fire and portable fire extinguisher simulation equipment.
The law, and most likely your insurers will require that
workers are trained in the use of fire fighting equipment, in
particular fire extinguishers.
Don’t let the first-time workers handle an extinguisher be
during a real fire. Prepare workers to successfully put out a fire
using the Digital Fire Extinguisher Training System.
The system uses LED driven digital flames and lasers to simulate the discharge of actual
extinguishers for a completely clean and safe training experience. Your trainees can enjoy
effective training with the benefit of no increase to safety as no live fire is used.
TRAIN ANYWHERE
Training can be carried out in places where emergencies may really occur, like offices, shops,
factories, workshops, or construction sites. Training can take place completely indoors,
anywhere, anytime. The system is easily set up in any location and can quickly be relocated
during training to change up the scenario and test your trainees’ skills.
TEST SKILLS
Make sure workers are prepared for a real fire by testing their skills – sensors allow the system
to react to trainees’ actions and respond like a real fire. The flames will only subside and go
out if the trainee uses the proper P.A.S.S. method (Pull the extinguisher pin. Aim the nozzle
at the base of the fire. Squeeze the lever. Sweep the nozzle from side to side).
With realistic sound effects, simulator extinguishers are set to discharge for the same amount
of time as a real extinguisher, and are weighted accordingly to closely simulate actual
extinguishers. The tutor can alter the fire types and difficulty to give realistic scenarios of
different fires.
SPEND MORE TIME TRAINING, LESS TIME CLEANING UP
Cost effective as a number of delegates can be trained in a single day without the need to
recharge extinguishers meaning less disruption to working days.
Environmentally friendly - the simulator system contributes to the aspiration of zero carbon
emissions as there are no discharges of extinguisher media or live fires which emit carbon to
the atmosphere.
Cost effective
Safer than live fire training
Simulates live fires
More candidates trained in a shorter time
Simulations can be in the workplace
No mess
Ideal for office/indoor based workers
Can be used indoors or outdoors
Allows for evaluation of delegates
Not weather dependent
Delivered at your premises at a time convenient for you
Why not include Fire Warden training along with our Fire Scan here for
a video
Extinguisher training to ensure full fire safety cover in the
workplace.
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